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ecologoical footprint
An ecological footprint measures the land and sea area people require to produce resources that we 
consume. This includes our food, our clothes, fuel we use for our cars and building materials for our 
homes. It also measures how much land and water is required to deal with the waste products of our 
consumption, such as carbon dioxide and agricultural pollution. - footprint.wwf.org
 
The term “footprint” has been used so people can better visualize the land area, imagining our land 
impact as a literal area of land on earth.

Measure  
There are many tools to measure your ecological footprint, it’s best to use one which follows internation-
ally recognized methodology of the Global Footprint Network.

While not super sleek, the Global Footprint Network’s calculator has some nice visuals and provides 
some tips for reducing your impact at the end, plus allows for customization for some regions.  Give it a 
try! 

carbon footprint 
The total amount of greenhouse gases produced to directly and indirectly support human activities, 
usually expressed in equivalent tons of carbon dioxide (CO2). – Timeforchange.org

Your carbon footprint is already included in your ecological footprint, but as it’s one of the most popu-
lar environmental impact measures we thought we’d include some calculators on this site just for your 
interest.

Note that many calculators are created by companies in the business of selling offsets; make sure to 
learn about types of offsets before purchasing from websites to make sure you are purchasing in align-
ment with your views. 

General Calculator
A fairly thorough calculator that claims to be the most popular on the web:
  http://www.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx

Mitigation Plan Calculator (US Only)
This calculator is great because it gives you a custom mitigation plan to reduce your impact.  
Individuals: http://forterra.org/carbon-calculator-individuals
Businesses: http://forterra.org/carbon-calculator-businesses

water footprint 
Your individual water footprint is equal to the water required to produce the goods and services con-
sumed by you – Waterfootprint.org

A relatively new measure, it is governed by a standard and is a fascinating look into how water intensive 
our lives are along the supply chain.

Water Footprint Calculator 
This calculator is from the Waterfootprint.org site so it’s a great starting point 

Visual calculator with great tips
This site’s water footprint calculator is visually pleasing and it includes lots of tips to decrease your water 
consumption. Plus it includes its methodology, which we always love to see! 

USA / National Geographic calculator
Aimed at the US, this is a cute and visual calculator and also links to the excellent Change the Course 
initiative

There is no way to holistically measure the complexity 
of environmental impacts and their interactions 

but we can at least try.
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maximizing positive impacts 
minimizing negative impacts
The great news is there are so many ways to decrease our negative im-
pacts and maximize our positive ones. It can be overwhelming, but getting 
started with small acts can pave the way to larger life decisions such as 
moving closer to one’s place of work to minimize commuting impacts. 

general tips 

How can we choose just one website with tips on minimizing your impact?  We can’t!
Try each of these and have some fun. 

Coming Soon:
Links with general tips
Links with planners/tracking abilities
Goal setting links

using your voice 

If you live in a part of the world where you are free to express your opinions, this is one of the greatest 
opportunities where you need no money to get involved. 

Government and organizations (public and private) are not so different in that public perception can 
make or break their existence. 

use your wallet and time
When spending money or time, try to spend it on organizations that are doing positive things for the 
environment. This includes purchasing regular items, special items, volunteering, charitable donations, 
etc.  Often organizations supporting the environment also support local communities  - social/environ-
ment win-win!

letters/petitions/social media
 
If you like what the government/company is doing, send them a letter!  If you aren’t happy, send them 
a letter! Sign a petition! Both! Then tell your friends to do the same!  Call them out on social media!  
Let them know if you will/won’t be supporting them with your votes, money, or social power based on 
their decisions. 

stay informed
 
Keep in the loop with independent media that includes diverse opinions and critical analysis so that 
you can make decisions on how you want to spread your voice!

demonstrations 

Attend peaceful demonstrations if you live in an area where this is safe - and don’t forget that social 
and environmental justice are one and the same, so find out how you can become an ally to marginal-
ized and underrepresented communities.

keep it going 

This is something that can be done regularly - why not make a goal to write a letter/sign a petition 
every week. Maybe have an event with your friends, school, or family where you each write letters for 
causes you care about. 

Coming Soon:
Links to various media sources, tips for writing letters to politicians and companies, peaceful protests, 
histories of social movements

transportation
How we get places is huge - whether daily activities or long distances. Our food and other products 
often travel quite a distance.

Coming Soon:
Resources on making travel decisions for daily, vacations, and products

consumption
Whether the food we eat or the products we buy, the quality, quantity and origins have a huge impact 
on our planet. 

Coming Soon:
Resources on food
Resources on products. incl Story of Stuff
Sharing Economy links, incl. Time Banks

If we are to improve our environment, 
every individual must do as much as they can 

to reduce their impact, first and foremost.


